Which HCM system elevates your workforce and increases productivity?

See why organizations trust Oracle Cloud HCM over Workday

The right HCM partner will help guide leaders through the implementation experience and identify areas where processes can be redesigned for optimal results. Recent survey findings show Workday implementations cause more stress and delays than Oracle Cloud HCM implementations.

Oracle HCM: A Trusted Partner

Oracle vs. Workday

Oracle users were 90% of Oracle users said the product met or exceeded their expectations after going live

84% of Oracle HCM implementations went live early or on time

28% less likely to identify a gap in the technology

37% more Oracle users benefited from increased operational efficiency

14% more Oracle users experienced increased productivity levels

Workday Implementation Woes

Workday users report

50% more implementation delays contributing to higher stress levels

75%

We chose Oracle over Workday as Oracle proved more advanced both for compensation management and recruitment, and we wanted the functionality and agility that Oracle’s Cloud services could offer. Oracle has been both flexible and supportive throughout—we have a great working partnership.”

Marietta Connery Head of HR Solutions, Schroders

Other findings:
- Oracle HCM user experience ratings were higher than every other provider.
- In this study, companies using Oracle HCM were more likely to say their productivity increased after system implementation.

Get Started

See how Oracle HCM can help your employees be more productive.